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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AN4KifV12DA

I)  Ionic & Covalent Solutions

What is a solution?

What are some examples of different types solutions?

Solid-solid:

Liquid-solid:

Liquid-liquid:

Liquid-gas:

Gas-gas:

Solutions are made up of solute(s) and a solvent. Define each:

Solute:

                  

Solvent:

Name:                                Block:        

http://www.mhhe.com/physsci/chemistry/animations/chang_2e/molecular_view.swf
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What is the difference between an ionic solution and a covalent solution?

How does a solid salt such as NaCl(s) dissolve in water?

When a salt dissolves in water, it can be described as dissolving, but a more 

accurate term is dissociation. Why?

NaCl(aq) is commonly used to depict table salt in solution (after dissociation has 

occurred). How come this is inaccurate?

Example dissociation equation for a salt:  NaCl(s)  

*In the solubility unit, always include states when writing equations

Compounds that contain polyatomic ions are obviously ionic in nature (they are 

salts) and would dissociate in water to form ions.

Write the dissociation equation for K2CO3(s) dissolving in water:

Ions in solution are called __________________.  They are what allow an ionic 

solution to ________________________________________________.

What is a covalent compound (also called ‘molecular compound’) composed of?
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Ions in solution are called __________________.  They are what allow an ionic 

solution to ________________________________________________.

What is a covalent compound (also called ‘molecular compound’) composed of?

What is different about covalent compounds when they dissolve compared to 

ionic compounds?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwjvwoFHTbg

Diagram of a covalent compound (sugar in this case) dissolving in water:
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C6H12O6(s)    

Write the dissolving equation for the covalent sugar compound:

Write the dissolving equation for CH3OH (methanol) in water:

Do molecular (covalent) solutions conduct? Why or why not?

What do we call dissolved molecular compounds?

How can you tell the difference between ionic and covalent compounds?
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